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Competitive [2+2] photodimerization and E-Z isomerization
reactions occur in a co-crystal of 1,1,6,6-tetraphenyl-2,4-hexadiyne-1,6-diol upon irradiation with 325 nm light. At 90 K both
reactions are observed, whereas at 280 K the dimerization
reaction is very fast and inhibits isomerization as the nature of
the chromophore is aﬀected by the reaction. The temperature
dependence of the stereospeciﬁcity of the dimerization reaction
is related to the large sliding motion required to bring the
reacting molecules into juxtaposition. The progress of the reactions has been monitored by photocrystallographic methods.
Photochemical reactions taking place in organic solids have
been studied extensively. The two most common photo-reactions of oleﬁns are geometric isomerization1–4 and dimerization, the latter pioneered by Schmidt and coworkers in the
sixties5 and extensively studied since then.6,7 Intermolecular
[2+2] photo-additions can be ‘template-controlled’8 by using
diols like resorcinol,7 1,1,6,6-tetraphenyl-2,4-hexadiyne-1,6diol (‘Diol’, Scheme 1a) and derivatives9,10 in co-crystal
systems, in which case the reactions tend to proceed as
single-crystal to single-crystal reactions (SCSC), without
breakdown of the crystal lattice.
In preceding work we showed that oleﬁn-acids, as well as
their coordination compounds, can be isolated in a supramolecular framework, and the corresponding SCSC E-Z and
Z-E photo-isomerizations can proceed without side reactions.1 We report here on competitive photo-reactions in cocrystals of sorbic acid (‘HSA’, Scheme 1b) and Diol, with the
composition Diol-2HSA.y On exposure of a single crystal to
325 nm light the sorbic acid molecules undergo either E-Z
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Scheme 1 Diagram of (a) Diol and (b) HSA.

butane derivative, the detailed behavior depending on the
temperature.
The compound crystallizes in the triclinic space group P
1
(see Table S1, ESIw). The HSA molecules are linked to the
Diol by hydrogen bonding between the hydroxy groups of the
Diol and carboxyl oxygen atoms of HSA [280 K: O  O
2.680(2) and 2.734(2) Å, see Table S2, ESIw and Fig. 1]. The
Diol molecule occupies a crystallographic inversion center
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2), while the HSA molecules are packed in parallel
pairs related by an inversion center at (1, 1, 1/2). Accordingly,
the double bonds are parallel to each other. As shown in
Fig. 2, the distance between the potentially reactive atoms is
within the range proposed for photodimerization.11 This arrangement produces the centrosymmetric cyclobutane derivative on reaction.
A diﬀractometer-mounted crystal of Diol-2HSA was exposed to 325 nm light from a 48 mW/(0.3 cm2) He/Cd laser at
280 K. After 1 min exposure the volume of the unit cell is
reduced by 2.5% (Table S1, ESIw). A three-dimensional Fourier diﬀerence map (Fig. 3a)12 clearly shows that the photoinduced peaks correspond to the dimerization product, the C
atoms being displaced by 0.89 and 1.20 Å from the original
carbon plane. Least squares reﬁnement of the data indicates
that dimerization proceeds to completion (Table S1, ESIw).
The C22–C23 bond length in the product is measured as
1.583(2) Å (Fig. 2a), and the terminal carbon (C26) remains
in the E-conﬁguration. No other signiﬁcant photoinduced
peaks are found in the three-dimensional Fourier diﬀerence
map when irradiation is continued for up to 10 h, indicating
that at 280 K no isomerization occurs upon 325 nm excitation.
When the same experiment is carried out at 90 K, a threedimensional Fourier diﬀerence map plotted after 1 h exposure
shows light-induced peaks corresponding to both dimerization
and isomerization of the C24–C25 bond to the Z-conﬁguration (Fig. 3b). The carbon atoms are displaced by 0.91 and
1.16 Å from the original plane through these atoms. The
location of the photoinduced peak representing the terminal
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Fig. 1 Three-dimensional supramolecular architecture of Diol-2HSA
viewed along the [0, 1, 1] direction.

Fig. 3 The three-dimensional Fourier diﬀerence maps of the HSA (a)
at 280 K after 1 min exposure (blue: 4.5; light blue: 3.0; orange: 3.0;
red: 4.5 e Å3) and (b) at 90 K after 1 h exposure (blue: 2.0; light
blue: 1.0; orange: 1.0; red: 2.0 e Å3). The center of symmetry is
indicated by the small circle within the broken purple lines.

carbon atom (C26) indicates that dimerization and isomerization take place in the same molecule, as the C26 peak is at a
distance of 0.74 Å from the image of the C25 atom of the
unreacted molecule. The second signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the 90 K and the 280 K behavior is that at the former
temperature the population of the Z–Z dimer product is only
5.6(2)% after one hour exposure, while at the higher temperature the formation of the E–E dimer is very rapid and proceeds
to completion. At 90 K, photoinduced carbon atom peaks
corresponding to the E–E or E–Z dimer are conspicuously
absent, suggesting that dimerization only occurs after isomerization of two adjacent molecules. The conversion at 90 K
reaches a limit of 6.4(2)% at 8 h exposure (Table S1, ESIw and
Fig. 4), accompanied by a decrease in crystal quality. At 280 K
on the other hand, 1000 pulses from a nitrogen laser (l =
337 nm) with an estimated total energy of only 150 mJ on the
crystal are suﬃcient to produce the E–E dimer with a 8.0(2)%
yield, the isomerization not taking place (Table S1, ESIw), and

the reaction proceeds to 100% conversion on further irradiation (after 20 s exposure).
The occurrence of isomerization only together with dimerization indicates that the processes are interdependent at lower
temperatures. Examination of the structure shows that the
reacting double bonds are oﬀset by as much as 1.48 Å in the
direction parallel to the bonds, so that a large lateral shift of
the molecules is required to reach a geometry conducive for
formation of the essentially square cyclobutane ring. Turow
ska-Tyrk and Feeder and co-workers report that the [2+2]
SCSC dimerization of 2-benzyl-5-benzylidenecyclopentanone
(‘BBCP’) proceeds only at room temperature but not at
100 K,13,14 even though we note that the o4.2 Å distance11
criterion is satisﬁed at both temperatures. Evidently, this
criterion, which has been widely quoted, is insuﬃcient to

Fig. 2 Perspective views showing 50% probability displacement
ellipsoids of the reaction of HSA (a) at 280 K, and (b) at 90 K.

Fig. 4 Percentage photo-conversion of sorbic acid as a function of
time at 90 K.
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competition between diﬀerent reactions in complex molecular
crystals is more general than currently known.
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Scheme 2

assure a signiﬁcant yield of the reaction at lower temperatures.
The mutual oﬀset of the double bonds quantiﬁed by the
CQC  C(QC) angle (a in Scheme 2) is a measure of the
lateral shift required, and directly related to the orbital-overlap requirement for [2+2] addition described by Desiraju and
Kearsly,15 and summarized by Natarajan and Ramamurthy.7
The larger the deviation of this angle from an ideal 901, the
larger the lateral shift required for ring formation. The a angle
is 65.71 in the current structure and 66.91 in the BBCP crystals.
Signiﬁcantly, we ﬁnd that for a-cinnamic acid, with an a angle
of 86.01 (Fig. S1, ESIw),16 the dimerization does proceed at
both 280 K and 90 K.17
We conclude that at 90 K, the excited state molecules do not
have suﬃcient freedom of motion to dimerize rapidly, thus
allowing isomerization to occur. We hypothesize that as the
volume-demanding isomerization proceeds in the centrosymmetric crystal lattice, the disturbance of the lattice favors
isomerization of a neighboring molecule. At the same time
the distance between the double bonds in the adjacent molecules decreases, so that a second excitation can lead to
dimerization of the pair of molecules, even at low temperature.
The induced strain in the lattice is evident from the deterioration of crystal quality on prolonged irradiation, as observed
for the E-Z isomerization of tiglic acid.1 This may interfere
with further progress of the reaction.
The suppression of the isomerization on rapid dimerization
at 280 K may be attributed to the modiﬁcation of the
chromophore on dimerization such that excitation by
325 nm light is no longer possible.
In summary, single crystals of the title compound show
temperature-dependent competition between isomerization
and dimerization, which leads to the occurrence of both
phenomena at a small yield at 90 K, but to a very rapid
dimerization without isomerization at 280 K. The large molecular shift needed for dimerization to take place in the crystals
of the title compound and the observed reactivity of
a-cinnamic acid at 90 K point to the importance of the oﬀset
of the double bonds in the [2+2] dimerization process.
Whereas temperature-dependence of the [2+2] cycloaddition
reaction has been described before,14,18 this is to our knowledge the ﬁrst example of temperature-dependent stereospeciﬁcity of an organic solid state reaction. We expect that the
example presented here is by no means unique and that
2540 | Chem. Commun., 2008, 2538–2540
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